Weekly Calendar

**UH**
- **8/21:** NR: Red
- **8/22:** NR: Blue
- **8/23:** MGR: Hypercholesterolemia
- **8/24:** AHD: Anemia
  - **Weesner:** UGIB
- **8/25:** MM&I

**VA**
- Paracentesis
  - Ultrasound

**Welcome Wes Wattenberger!**

Wes will be taking over for Matt G. He can be reached at 558-2579 or via email wattenwp@ucmail.uc.edu.

Anonymous Feedback

Our website has a section for anonymous feedback. Think of this like an electronic suggestion box that you can use at any time. The message will be sent directly to Dr. Warm, and is completely anonymous. If you have constructive feedback that you would like to share, please use this tool. The link is: [http://www.med.uc.edu/intmed/residency/internal-medicine/residency-feedback](http://www.med.uc.edu/intmed/residency/internal-medicine/residency-feedback)
**Discharge Huddle**

**WHO:** ALL UH WARDS TEAMS + GI, HEME-ONC, RENAL WARDS TEAMS

**WHAT:** 3PM DB11 discharge huddle is intended to facilitate thinking about patients who could be discharged early the next day. The idea is to have foresight for patients going home with few needs (eg - awaiting therapeutic INR or to ensure tolerating PO after transitioning antibiotics the day prior).

**WHY:** DB11 is a patient throughput project to facilitate safe discharges for medically ready patients from acute care beds as early as possible in the work day. The problem was identified as patients with relatively low discharge needs waiting too long for discharge from acute care beds. This leads to poor patient outcomes: 1) delays in ED to inpatient transfers, 2) delays in OSH to UCSC transfers (pts arrive after 8PM more often), 3) delays in care when admissions arrive late (prolonged LOS), and 4) patient dissatisfaction with delays on discharge day.

**WHEN:** 3PM Monday through Friday

**WHERE:** Mon-Wed @ Chief’s office with Javier. Thurs-Fri @ NRR computer with our friendly hospitalists

---

**Osmosis**

Hey there interns! As you have all now become familiar with Osmosis, we will begin assigning groups to write flashcards or questions! Each learning community will be assigned a topic. These questions should be written PRIOR to coming to the AHD. See the calendar and the Chief group below! And Seniors, completing these questions will be great practice for the upcoming ITE!

- 8/24 Anemia: Danielle’s group
- 8/31 GI Bleed: Rita’s group
- 9/14 COPD: Tim’s group

Click [HERE](#) to join the UC Internal Medicine Group.
Click [HERE](#) to watch a video about how to use Osmosis!

---

**Discharge Hospitality Center**

**WHAT:** A comfortable waiting area for patients & family. A nurse is present who will reinforce the AVS, patient instructions. Hoxworth pharmacy will deliver meds to the DHC.

**WHERE:** Ground floor. Down the hall beyond Copper Moon.

**WHEN:** Hours of operation are Monday-Friday 10AM – 5PM

**WHO:** Patients awaiting discharge who are functionally independent, waiting for transportation, discharge medication prescriptions, or medical equipment.
Medical Trivia

A 68yo male undergoing treatment for anal cancer presents with chest pain and the following EKG. No obstructive CAD is found on LHC. The etiology is thought to be medication induced. What’s the most likely causative agent and mechanism?

First correct answer wins a $5 Starbucks gift card!

Congrats to Suhas for being the first to correctly identify bullous pemphigoid! You just barely beat out Patricio, Andy, Eunhee, Anjali, Leslie, and Scott!

CHA Dinner

WHAT: Are you interested in community health, global health, working with vulnerable populations, and/or advocacy?

Join us Tuesday to discuss!

Module 1: Caring with Compassion!

WHEN: Tuesday August 22, 5:30pm
WHERE: Mark Brown Library in MSB (6th flr)
**Weekend To-Do!**

**Friday:** **Western & Southern Open**, daily through Sunday, Lindner Family Tennis Center, 5460 Courseview Drive, Mason. Professional tennis tournament. Both genders compete for millions in prize money. Prices vary by session, $10-$100. 800-745-3000; [www.wsopen.com](http://www.wsopen.com).


**Saturday:** **The City Flea**, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Washington Park, 1230 Elm St., Over-the-Rhine. Urban flea market. Shopping, eating and drinking from local vendors. Free. No phone; [www.thecityflea.com](http://www.thecityflea.com).

**Midwest Regional Black Family Reunion**, noon-8 p.m. Saturday, 10 a.m.-8 p.m. Sunday, Sawyer Point, Pete Rose Way, Downtown. Children's pavilion, young adult stage, Arts Alive stage, spirituality pavilion, seniors pavilion, chess tent, bid Whist tent, health pavilion, various non-profit organizations, vendors, exhibitors and other businesses. Free. 513-247-0205; [www.myblackfamilyreunion.org](http://www.myblackfamilyreunion.org).

**Cincinnati Bengals Football**, 7 p.m., Paul Brown Stadium, Downtown. Preseason game vs. Chiefs $52 and up, plus fees. 513-621-8383; [www.bengals.com](http://www.bengals.com).


**Sunday:** **Burlington Antique Show**, 8 a.m.-3 p.m., Boone County Fairgrounds, 5819 Idlewild Road, Burlington. Over 200 vendors with antiques, vintage jewelry and furniture, primitives, architectural elements, mid-century collectibles, American and memorabilia. Early bird 6-8 a.m. $6 early bird, $4, free ages 12 and under. 513-922-6847; [www.burlingtonantiqueshow.com](http://www.burlingtonantiqueshow.com).

---

**SHOUT OUTS!!!**

- To **Eric Cohen** for inspiring a chief resident with a primary care podcast!
- To **Eric Niespodzany** for a successful AOD shift (see photo below)!
- To **BananaLand** for bringing the fire every week to AHD!
- To the **Blue team** and **Nikki Boschuetz** for helping out—from a grateful resident who feels blessed to have such amazing colleagues!
- To **Jose Gomez-Arroyo**, **Kamal Kassem**, **Annie Wehry**, and **Cailey Miller** for their first official clinic visits this week!
- To **Alan Hyslop** for being so *special* that his patients are requesting an autograph!
- To **Dan Tim**, **Eric Cohen**, **Geoff Motz**, **Greg Mott**, and **Eric Neispodzany** for having a great attitude while helping out with coverage this week!
- To **Brendan Collins**, **Nedhi Patel**, and **Natalie Hood** for supplying the Scoop with photos!
- A preemptive shout out to **Monique Jindal** and the rest of the ‘17 class for rocking the ABIM!
- To **Kelsey Sparks** for dropping the mic at AHD after informing Javy of her Harrison’s knowledge!
- To **Scott Merriman** for shouting out the infamous Thomas and breaking his year-long Scoop hiatus.
- To whoever thought of the name BananaLand...